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1 Introduction 

The application COMPDM is designed to connect three worlds: product lifecycle man-

agement systems (PLM), computer aided design systems (CAD), and the international 

standard ISO 10303 (STEP) for product data representation, exchange and long-term 

archiving. 

 

Figure 1: Scope of COMPDM 

COMPDM clients allow for an easy definition and maintenance of data exchange pro-

cesses between any of these worlds. A very simple and straightforward user interface 

allows the end user to start and monitor preconfigured exchange processes. 

 

The COMPDM server manages and executes data exchange processes in a highly effi-

cient manner, including import to and extraction from PLM systems and conversions of 

CAD files according to your requirements.  

 

The present document is part of the COMPDM documentation, which is organized in sev-

eral volumes. The following table lists the available volumes and provides guidance about 

the recommended readings for both data exchange administrators and data exchange 

users. 
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No. Title User Administrator 

01 Installation  ✓ 

02-A User’s Manual (Client App) 

✓ ✓ 

02-B User’s Manual (Web Client)  

03 
 

Basic Administration  ✓ 

04 Advanced Customization  (✓) 

05 Extended Customization with JAVA  (✓) 

 

Table 1: COMPDM Documentation 

COMPDM has two different access modes: 

• End user: To execute data exchange tasks such as data imports or exports and 

use all necessary supporting functionalities such as monitoring processes, con-

firming imports to the PLM system, checking the results. 

• Administrator (admin): Configuration of COMPDM, creation and modification of da-

ta representations and data mappings, creation of pre-configured settings profiles, 

adding end user accounts, server maintenance. The administrator can also per-

form the same tasks as the end user (i.e. run data exchange processes etc.) 

 

The present document describes advanced configuration features and objects of 

COMPDM, such as the exchange of product variant information, the definition of mapping 

patterns for non-linear mappings, the management of multi-server installations, the con-

figuration of automatically repeated processes, and others. 

The use of extended customization methods that make use of JAVA code to implement 

complicated business rules and processes is described in the “Extended Customization 

with JAVA” document.  

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with volumes 02-A: “User’s Manual (App Client)” 

and 03: “Basic Administration” of the COMPDM documentation. 
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2 Other COMPDM Data Model Elements 

In the Representation Editor Window (see volume 03 “Basic administration”, section 3.2, 

the “Add other…” button allows to add some more object types to a representation, which 

are described in the following sub-sections. 

2.1 Process Tags  

For PLM system-based modules (i.e. Aras, Teamcenter, EnoviaV6, or VPM), it is possible 

to add an “Exchange Tag” to a representation. This is a dedicated object in the PLM sys-

tem which is created to represent data exchanges: Whenever a process is executed 

whose data exchange method includes this representation, an extra item will be created at 

the end of the transfer (regardless of whether it is an import, or an export). This item, the 

“Tag”, contains information related to the process itself1. It is possible to create a link be-

tween the tag and the exported or imported root part(s), or to every exported/imported 

part. In addition, or alternatively, it is possible to create an extension of the tag object for 

every processed part instance (e.g. to store processing details of all or some of the pro-

cessed instances). This allows to store information about data exchange processes per-

manently2, and to keep a history of all such events for every part. 

 

To define a tag, first choose an item type to use for the tag3. 

 

Figure 2: Define a Process Tag 

 

1 The tag object’s consistency check method will be used to determine whether to actually create 

the constructed tag. This allows implementing preconditions under which the tag is created, instead 

of creating it always. 

2 Remember that COMPDM keeps archived process information only for a configurable, but typical-

ly short time 

3 You can choose among all available item types that could be used as a COMPDM part object. Of 

course, it might make a lot of sense to customize a dedicated new item type for this purpose into 

the PLM system. 
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Next, open the tag object in the Object Editor window. You will notice that the Object Edi-

tor’s left-hand elements are different in comparison with editing objects such as parts, 

assemblies, instances or documents: 

  

Figure 3: Edit the Process Tag's Content 

 

Use the “Define tag contents” button to define how the pro-

cess properties4 should be mapped to the tag item’s attrib-

utes. 

The mapping works as usual, i.e. you may use any of the mapping alternatives of 

COMPDM, including customized JAVA code, to compute the tag’s attribute values. Refer 

to section 4 of the “Basic Administration” manual of COMPDM for details. There is one 

additional element: 

  

 

4 Process ID, process type (data exchange method), profile, user, input data description, start time, 

end time, status, contents of process log 
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At the bottom of the tag item attribute list you find a “Link to <item>” selector for every part 

object type in the representation: 

 

Figure 4: Link Product Structure with Tag 

If you want to have links created from the tag object to the exported or imported root 

part(s)5, select the relationship type to use for this link. Check “each <item>” in addition if 

you want the links to be created not only for the root parts, but for every part in scope. 

To make COMPDM attach the process log file and/or the process 

trace file to the tag, use the „Attachments“ selector to choose one 

of the available document item types for them.  

You may then use the “Attachment mapping” button to specify how 

the document’s attributes shall be filled. 

Note that it might be necessary to add the document type to the representation first. After 

having specified the document attribute mapping, the document object can be removed 

from the representation again if it is not needed in the context of product structure ex-

change. 

 

There is also the option of creating an extension instance for all 

processed part instances. To do this, first add the tag’s item type 

as a “Part” object (if not yet present) and add the extension type to 

the “Part” that you want to use for the tag. Configure the extension 

attributes using the Object Editor on the part. 

Next, you can select the extension type when editing the tag ob-

ject in the Object Editor. Use the filters to specify which final pro-

cessing status qualifies a part for having an extension instance 

created at the tag (in the example to the right, such an extension 

will be created for all parts that either have errors or remain un-

processed). Use the “Extension mapping” button to specify how 

the part instance’s processing information6 shall be mapped to the 

extension. Again, all mapping alternatives, including custom JAVA 

code, can be used.  

You may then remove the extension and the part from the representation if they were only 

added to support the definition of the tag. 

 

 

5 For example, when importing STEP data, the imported product structure may have several root 

elements. The same applies for other import sources, when the root element gets excluded manu-

ally from the import scope 

6 Key (concatenation of all key and version attribute values), OID (PLM object id), Messages (all 

instance related messages collected during processing), and Status (processing status) 
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2.2 Product Configuration Exchange: Effectivities, Dictionaries 

Products in the real world often have many variants. In PLM systems, it is common prac-

tice to have one common product structure which includes all possible components of any 

variant of the product, i.e. a so-called “150% bill of material”. An actual variant of the 

product contains only a sub-set of all possible components. 

Wherever there are several alternate components available, of which only one (or at most 

one) should be included in a product variant, effectivity conditions are used to describe 

when each of the components should be included in a particular product variant. These 

conditions can be time based (i.e. some component shall be used during a certain interval 

of time), based on serial number ranges, and on a logical combination of configuration 

options.  

These configuration options are organized in configuration categories, each with a set 

of alternate options that can be selected.   

The sum of all available configuration categories makes up the configuration dictionary. 

In some cases, the configuration dictionary is globally defined in the PLM system (e.g. 

Aras), in others, it is locally defined for a product (e.g. Teamcenter), or both alternatives 

are available (e.g. VPM). 

COMPDM supports the exchange of effectivity conditions and configuration dictionaries, 

at least for basic configuration functionality. In the case of CATIA and NX, effectivity ex-

pressions can be mapped to and from a user defined property, whereas dictionaries can-

not be mapped. For a full-scale exchange of configuration information, the STEP format is 

by far more suitable than CATIA or NX native exchange processes. 

Note that as of version 2.3 of COMPDM, the new EnoviaV6 module does not yet support 

the exchange of product configuration information. This is planned for the next release 

(end of 2019). 
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2.2.1 Dictionary Objects 

Local or global dictionary objects can be added for PLM based representations 

(i.e. Aras, Teamcenter, VPM), and STEP.  

 

Module Local Global Remarks 

Aras7 

 
n/a ✓ 

A global dictionary contains all configuration catego-

ries and options 

Teamcenter 

 

✓ n/a 

One of the part types of the representation has to be 

chosen for the dictionary. 8 

VPM 

 
✓ Corporate 

If local dictionaries are to be used, one of the part 

types of the representation has to be chosen. Other-

wise (i.e. for Corporate dictionary), select “None 

(Corporate)” from the dictionary type selector. 

Enovia V6 

 

Not yet supported 

Windchill 

Not yet supported 

STEP 

 

✓ n/a 

Dictionary has a “Product id” attribute. Dictionary 

gets mapped to a “Product class” entity. “Product id” 

defaults to “unspecified” 

CATIA, NX 

 

 

n/a n/a 

When mapping effectivities from CATIA/NX proper-

ties, an “implicit” dictionary is constructed from the 

options used within the effectivities. This object may 

then be used in mapping definitions. 

Table 2: Dictionary Support in various Modules 

Each dictionary object has a “Content” attribute that collects configuration categories (with 

id and optional description), each of which carries a number of options (with id and op-

tional description). Further information such as whether a category is mandatory or 

whether there is a default option value, is not supported. 

 

7 COMPDM’s implementation for Aras is based upon a proprietary extension for configuration 

management developed by T-Systems. Support for the new configuration management features of 

Aras Corp is planned for future releases of COMPDM. 

8 In Teamcenter, COMPDM configuration categories are called „Classic options“ and COMPDM 

configuration options are called „option values“ 
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In the case of Aras and STEP, when adding a dictionary object to a representation, the 

object is fixed and cannot be edited, only removed. In the case of Teamcenter and VPM, 

when adding a dictionary object to a representation, the object type for local dictionaries 

may be (VPM) or has to be (Teamcenter) chosen from one of the “Part” object types al-

ready included. 

When running data exchanges, the attribute values of this associated part are shown in 

addition to the dictionary’s “Content”: 

 

 

Figure 5: Example of Dictionary Representation when related to a Part (Teamcenter) 

When data is exported from a PLM system, a dictionary object can be included either im-

plicitly or explicitly: 

 

• Implicitly, all options that are used within the exported product structure will be 

contained in one or more dictionary objects, together with the configuration catego-

ry they belong to, and any other options for the same category, regardless of 

whether they are used within the exported product structure or not. The category 

definition is thus automatically complete. However, if the dictionary in the PLM sys-

tem contains other configuration categories whose options are not part of effectivi-

ty expressions in the exported product structure, these are not exported. 

In the case of Teamcenter, COMPDM will use the information from the variant 

condition to find the corresponding dictionary and category (classic option) defini-

tion. 

In the Aras and VPM case, only the global (corporate) dictionary is searched for 

them. 

In the VPM case, export from a local dictionary is only supported in the context of 

“Automatic processes” (see section 4). 

If effectivity data is mapped from a CATIA/NX property (see “Basic Administration” 

Manual, section 3.6.2), an implicit Dictionary is constructed, which only contains 

the categories and options used within the exchanged product structure. If the ef-

fectivity expressions contain different product id references, several implicit dic-

tionary instances may be found. 
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• Dictionaries can be included explicitly in a data export, but this is only supported in 

the context of “Automatic processes” (see section 4). For export processes that 

are started manually, direct selection of a dictionary is not possible. 

If a dictionary is exported explicitly, COMPDM will export all categories and op-

tions, regardless of whether they are used in effectivity expressions or not.  

 

In the import case, when an existing dictionary gets updated, COMPDM will always work 

in an additive manner, i.e. it will add any new categories or configuration options but never 

remove existing categories or options. 

2.2.2 Effectivity Expressions 

For the exchange of effectivity expressions, add an attribute of type “Effectivity” to your 

representation. For Teamcenter, VPM and STEP this attribute has the name 

“_effectivity”, for Aras, its name is “ts_configuration_expression”. It can be 

“Used” for Instance objects, in some cases also for Assembly objects. 

 

Figure 6: Effectivity Attribute represented in Object Editor 

In the case of CATIA and NX, add a user defined property with any name and change its 

type to “Effectivity (§§)”. On export to CATIA/NX, COMPDM will encode the effectivity ex-

pression as a string, and on import, it will parse this string and reconstruct the effectivity 

expression. This allows exchanging configuration effectivities using a CATIA/NX file-

based data exchange, provided that COMPDM is used on both ends of the exchange.9 

COMPDM currently supports the following effectivity expressions: 

Module Supported effectivity types 

Aras 

 

Complete data model with the exception of lots and milestones. No distinc-

tion is made between rank and range options. 

Teamcenter 

         

Variant conditions based on (string type) classic options. Only operators EQ 

and NEQ are supported. In addition, export supported for occurrence effec-

tivities based on date ranges 

 

9 Also note that such a process implies that instance-based attributes (PLM effectivity) are mapped 

to/from part-based properties (CATIA/NX). COMPDM will not attempt to resolve any ambiguities 

that can arise in such mappings, in other words, such a process would require some additional 

considerations. 
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VPM 

          

Date effectivities, range effectivities, pack and option effectivities, “not” flag. 

Not supported: Milestones, programs, if-then-rules, compatibility matrices. 

STEP 

           

Occurrence effectivities based on date ranges and serial ranges, specifica-

tion category, specification, specification expression. 

Not supported: TimeIntervalEffectivity, DataValidityEffectivity on Events 

(Milestones), RevisionEffectivity 

Table 3: Supported Effectivity Types per Module 

In the Process Monitor, COMPDM will use a system independent format for representing 

effectivity expressions, where parentheses are only used if operator precedence (NOT > 

AND > OR) makes them necessary: 

 

 

Figure 7: Effectivity Expression Representation in Process Monitor Window 

When comparing effectivity expressions e.g. during reconciliation, COMPDM will flag any 

structural differences of the expression as a modification, regardless of whether the result-

ing logical expression is different. Non-structural changes such as a change in the order of 

operands are not considered to be a modification. For example, “NOT (A AND B)” will be 

considered to be the same as “NOT (B AND A)”, but not the same as the logically equiva-

lent “(NOT A) OR (NOT B)”. 

When importing effectivity expressions which contain NOT operators to Teamcenter, 

which does not have a “NOT” operator in its variant conditions, COMPDM will automatical-

ly transform the expression to a semantically equivalent expression without using the NOT 

operation.   

Also note that COMPDM by default will only update variant conditions in Teamcenter if the 

corresponding effectivity expression is different from the incoming data. Changes in the 

dictionary association of the options are not considered to make a difference in this con-

text, so if this is the only change, the variant condition will not get updated10.  

  

 

10 Post reconciliation (“Match”) JAVA code could be used to manipulate the internal representation 

of the Teamcenter effectivity expression in order to enforce an update of the variant condition, see 

volume 05: “Extended Customization with JAVA” 
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2.2.3 Dictionary Mapping 

If the target representation includes a Dictionary object, the Mapping Editor’s left-hand 

“accordion” contains an additional entry for the “Dictionary” objects (see “Basic administra-

tion”, section 4.2).  

 

 

Figure 8: Defining the Mapping for Configuration Dictionary Elements 

Mapping definitions for the elements in a dictionary are much more restricted than for oth-

er kinds of objects: 

When you choose “source” mapping for “Category description”, “Category id”, “Option 

description”, or “Option id”, you can only use the same property from the source dictionary 

object. 

In the case of the “Product id” (if present), source mapping allows to map from either the 

source dictionary’s “Product id” (if present), or from attribute values of the root part of the 

exchanged structure (see example in the figure above). However, in case there are sev-

eral root parts in the exchanged product structure, the result will be ambiguous (the use of 

“code” type mappings as explained in volume 05 of the documentation is preferable in 

such cases).   
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If the target representation uses a local dictionary, i.e. a dictionary is associated with a 

part in the PLM system (Teamcenter, optionally VPM), two mappings have to be defined: 

• One for the Dictionary contents (Categories and Options) 
 

• One for specifying the target part 
 

 

Figure 9: Mapping of Dictionary to local Part 

 

In such cases, the method only becomes executable when both the mapping to the target 

dictionary and the mapping to the target part have been specified. 

 

If, on the other hand, the source representation uses a local dictionary, the dictionary re-

lated mappings can use any attribute of the part as a mapping source. The source attrib-

ute selection dialog will allow selection of these attributes under “Part”, in addition to the 

root part’s attributes as described above: 

 

 

Figure 10: Mapping Value from Part where local Dictionary is associated to 
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3 Mapping Patterns 

3.1 Introduction 

Mapping patterns are used to create “forks” or “joins” in the mapping of a source product 

structure to a target product structure. An instance does not necessarily have a fixed life 

span that starts with the source representation and ends at the target representation. Ra-

ther, an instance can be created during a mapping process, or can cease to be handled 

any further. A mapping pattern can also change the related objects for a particular in-

stance.  

We refer to these situations as “non-linear mappings”. 

As will be seen further below, COMPDM allows for a very easy definition of such structural 

changes in a graphical way as “instantiation patterns” or “mapping patterns”. A merge 

mechanism ensures that two instances that end up with identical key attributes after a 

mapping are merged into one. This merging is likewise active for simple, linear “Object  

Object” mappings as described in section 4 of the “Basic Administration” manual and 

therefore the proper definition of key/version attributes in the Object Editor (see 3.3.1 of 

“Basic Administration” manual) is very important to avoid unwanted merge operations. 

3.2 Non-linear Mappings in the Process Monitor 

A consequence of non-linear mappings is that the product structures in the different views 

of a process’ data visualization can be different. The Process Monitor offers a toggle but-

ton in such cases which allows to select either a “connected” or a “disconnected” repre-

sentation (refer to section 2.4.4 of COMPDM’s “User’s Manual”). 
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3.3 Automatic Merge of Instances 

Whenever in a mapping step from one representation to the next, the attributes of an ob-

ject have been calculated, the kernel checks whether the instance can be merged with 

another one. If this is the case, the merged instance will carry the attributes of both map-

ping operations. When one of them did not calculate a value for a particular attribute (i.e. it 

was “null”), but the other did, the result will contain the value. 

In case the two mapping operations resulted in different, but non-“null” values, a warning 

is issued with the instance and one of the values is kept. 

The decision whether to merge two instances is made based upon the “key signature” for 

parts, documents, assembly instances, and extensions. For usages, the criterion is the 

parent and the child part’s key signatures. 

The key signature is a concatenation of all key and version attribute value. 

• If the document is not defined as having globally unique keys, document instances 

are only merged with documents of the same part (if at all) or with documents that 

emerge from mapping pattern application 

• If no key or version attributes are defined for documents or extensions, they are 

never merged 

• Assembly instances are only merged with assembly instances for the same usage 

(parent / component combination). If no key or version attributes are defined for an 

assembly instance type, they are never merged.  

• Parts with no key and version attributes likewise are never subject to merging. 

• In any case, merging only applies for instances of the same object type 

Note that in the context of mapping patterns, COMPDM uses a very declarative approach 

which can generate many target instances for a certain source product structure. The 

merge mechanism is then the key to manageable results. This means that the choice of 

key attributes and computation of their target values should be given some consideration.  
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3.4 Using Mapping Patterns 

The Mapping Editor Window’s left side features a section labeled “Mapping patterns”, 

which contains all mapping patterns defined for the mapping. Each pattern is shown with 

an iconic representation.  

 

 

Figure 11: "Mapping Patterns" section in Mapping Editor Window 

 
A Mapping Pattern consists of a source instantiation pattern and a target instantiation pat-
tern.  
 

• Use the “New pattern…” button to open the Pattern Editor dialog for a new, empty 

mapping pattern (see 3.4.1) 

• Move the mouse over the pattern’s iconic representation to see a popup with the 

complete pattern structure 

• Single-click on a pattern’s icon to load its attribute mapping definitions into the 

right-hand side of the Mapping Editor window and edit them (see 3.4.2) 

• Double-click on a pattern’s icon to open the Pattern Editor dialog for it for inspec-

tion or modification of the pattern (3.4.1) 

• Use the right mouse button on a pattern’s icon to access a context menu that al-

lows to delete a pattern (after confirmation), or to create a clone (identical copy) of 

it 

• Like the conventional (Object  Object) mapping declarations, the pattern’s icon 

has a little symbol to the left that indicates whether the mapping is disabled, and if 

not, whether it is executable (see 3.4.3; in the example above, the “Test pattern” is 

not executable). 
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3.4.1 Pattern Editor Dialog 

The Pattern Editor dialog allows creation or modification of a mapping pattern. Each map-

ping pattern consists of a source instantiation pattern based on objects of the source rep-

resentation11, and a target instantiation pattern based on objects of the target representa-

tion. 

 

 

Figure 12: Pattern Editor Dialog 

The starting point for every instantiation pattern is always a part object type. Use the “New 

part” button to add a new “root” part instance variable for an instantiation pattern. You may 

then add documents, components, component instance, and extension variables to the 

root part using the part’s context menu.  

 

Each instance variable in the pattern automatically gets assigned a name upon creation. 

This name is one of the letters P, U, I, D, X for parts, usages, assembly instances, docu-

ments, and extensions, respectively, and a unique counter (index). The variable names in 

the target pattern are in lowercase, whereas the names in the source representation are in 

uppercase. 

  

 

11 Parts, Documents, Usages, Assembly Instances, or Extensions – i.e. Dictionary and Tag are not 

supported in mapping patterns 
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Like the Process Monitor window, the Pattern Editor dialog uses a tree representation of 

the instantiation pattern, but the instantiation pattern is not restricted to a tree. Rather it 

can be any directed acyclic graph, and you can e.g. re-use components freely, if no cycle 

is induced. 

In the lower section of the dialog, a descriptive text can be entered for the pattern. It is 

used throughout the user interface and in traces as a reference to the pattern but is not 

required to be unique. 

You may add several root instance variables to any instantiation pattern but be cautious 

with this in the case of the source representation as it can drastically enlarge the computa-

tional complexity of applying the pattern, especially for large product structures. 

In the source instantiation pattern (right), it is possible to specify several object types for 

the same pattern variable, provided that the corresponding object category has more than 

one. Instances of any of the object types can then match the variable. Use the context 

menu’s “Add type” and “Remove type” entries to control alternate types. 

 

 

Figure 13: Alternate Types in Source Pattern 

In the example above, the pattern variable D1 can be matched by an object of type “CAD” 

or an object of type “Document”, whereas D2 can only be matched by a “CAD”. The 

source pattern thus requires a “Part” which possesses one “CAD” and at least one addi-

tional “CAD” or “Document”. 

3.4.2 The Role of the Pattern Variable Index 

The index of a variable in the pattern has some significance in the mapping process. 

When possible, the mapping target of a source instance that matches the source pattern 

will become the instance of the target pattern with the same name (except for the upper-

case/lowercase writing, that is). For example, in the screenshot above, the instance of 

“G8_CVPart” which stands for “P4” in the mapping will have the “G8_DesignRep” created 

for “p4” as its representation in the target view; the instances “p1” and “p3” will be created 

by the pattern and have no source view representation, at least not from this mapping 

pattern. 
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Use the “Change index” context menu function in the Pattern Editor dialog to swap a vari-

able’s index with another one’s. This allows controlling the target correspondence of a 

source object directly.  

In the attribute mapping section of a pattern, the “Index override” 

checkbox allows to specify whether index coincidence of source and 

target variable overrides merging by “same key” or not. Checking it may be necessary if 

mapping patterns are used in conjunction with linear “Object Object” mappings and/or a 

pattern changes key/version attributes of an instance. Consider a case where a source 

part P1 should be revised under certain circumstances, and a pattern shall introduce a 

relation between old and new revision. From a “pattern point of view”, p1 should be the 

name of the new revision (so that all attached documents etc. remain with the new revi-

sion) and e.g. p2 the name of the old revision. P1 and p1 should be the representations of 

the same part in the source and target view, and p2 should be an additional instance in-

troduced by the pattern. However, in case a linear mapping (Object Object) has already 

created an unrevised target instance (for those cases where revising is not required), the 

merge mechanism would automatically choose p2 to represent P1’s target view due to 

key/version coincidence. Related objects (documents, components etc.) would then relate 

to the old revision unless explicitly modelled in the pattern (which would complicate pat-

tern definition considerably). By checking “Index override”, it can be ensured that a source 

instance’s target representation will be the pattern variable with the same index even if the 

merge mechanism would choose a different target instance. 

In the case of dependent instances such as documents, assembly instances, or exten-

sions, structural requirements may override the connection of source and target instance 

with the same index to avoid over-complicated results in the Process Monitor view-

spanning product structure tree representation. 

3.4.3 Considerations for Extension Mapping using Patterns 

Observe that the complications of internal extension mapping (as described in 4.3.4 of the 

“Basic Administration” manual) for the multi-instance cases are not present when using 

mapping patterns, as the pattern drives the count of target extension instances that get 

computed, and each instance’s attribute value is specified directly from the source instan-

tiation pattern like with the other instance types. 

Make use of key or locally unique attributes in the extension object definition to enable 

merging of created extension instances where necessary. 
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3.4.4 Attribute Mapping for Mapping Patterns 

After clicking on a mapping pattern’s iconic representation, the Mapping Editor window 

shows the mappings for all the target attributes. 

 

 

Figure 14: Mapping Pattern Attribute Mappings 

At first glance, the attribute mapping definitions resemble the ones known from the con-

ventional „Object  Object“ mappings, however there are the following differences: 

• Target attributes are grouped by target instance name and their name is prepend-

ed with the name of the corresponding target instance. 

• In the case of “source” type mappings, the source value is always picked from one 

of the source instantiation pattern instances.  

•  “As” mappings (described in 4.2.1 of “Basic Administration” manual) are not sup-

ported 

• The mapping wizard (see 4.2.2 in “Basic Administration” manual) does not operate 

on mapping patterns 

• In larger target patterns, the number of attribute mapping rows can quickly grow 

with the number of instances, rendering the view rather confusing. The checkbox 

“Hide optional attributes if undefined” can be quite useful for keeping an overview. 
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3.4.5 Mapping Pattern Application 

A mapping pattern is executable, if: 

• Neither source nor target instantiation pattern are empty 

• Neither source nor target instantiation pattern contain objects types that are not 

part of the corresponding representations12 

• All key, version, and mandatory attributes of all target instantiation pattern varia-

bles have a mapping defined 

• The pattern’s execution precondition is satisfied 

When some source representation object type is part of an executable mapping pattern, 

the mapping can become executable even if no linear (“Object  Object”) mapping or 

“Target selection” method is defined for that source object type. The idea is that mapping 

patterns can be used in combination with, or instead of, these conventional mappings. 

For full control over the mapping process, it might be necessary to disable direct map-

pings via the context menu, as described in section 4.2.1 of the “Basic Administration 

Manual”.13 

The execution precondition of the mapping pattern is controlled via buttons at the top of 

the attribute mapping section. You can choose among four alternatives: 

 

• No: The pattern is disabled, i.e. not executed automatically. It can still be invoked 

via custom JAVA code (refer to the “Extended Customization using JAVA” manual, 

section 4.3.2) 

• Table: The pattern is executed for all combinations of source instances that match 

the source pattern, if in addition some single source attribute, or a combination of 

source attributes, have certain values (wildcards allowed). The “Edit…” button 

opens a dialog which allows to specify the source pattern attributes, values, and 

conjunction (and/or). 

• JAVA code: The pattern is executed for all combinations of source instances that 

match the source pattern, if in addition a user defined method returns true after 

checking some conditions. Use the “Edit…” button to define or modified this code. 

Refer to the “Extended Customization using JAVA” manual, section 3.3.3) 

• Always: The pattern is always executed for all combinations of source instances 

that match the source pattern. 

  

 

12 Such a situation can occur in case one of the representations is modified after pattern creation 

13 This is particularly useful in the case of target object types without mandatory or key attributes, 

which are always executable 
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When mapping a product structure from some source to a target representation, executa-

ble mapping patterns are applied after the direct mappings for parts and documents are 

run14, but before direct mappings for relations (usages and instances) have executed. This 

execution order simplifies relation mappings for situations where the parts/documents are 

mapped exclusively by patterns.  

If both types of mappings are in use, the automatic merge of instances (see 3.3) should 

be used. The benefit is that mapping details of an object instantiation can be removed 

from the mapping pattern. A pattern can, through merging, reassign a document to a dif-

ferent part, but a prerequisite is that at least one document key attribute is defined to be 

globally unique. 

For every source part instance in the product structure to be mapped, all executable, ena-

bled mapping patterns are tested where the first root variable of the source instantiation 

pattern matches the part type. It is checked whether the relations (component types, doc-

ument types) described by the source pattern are present at the source part instance. If 

additional root part variables are present in the source pattern, all combinations with cor-

responding part instances from the source population are tested likewise.  

If a combination of source instances fulfils the pattern, and the precondition is satisfied (if 

applicable), the mapping pattern is applied to instantiate the target instances. If successful 

for all target pattern elements, the kernel will execute the target instance’s consistency 

check methods15. If they succeed for all instances, the created instances become a part of 

the target product structure representation by either merging with previously created in-

stances or adding new instances. 

If necessary, the consistency check method16 can be implemented in a manner that it be-

haves differently when executed for a pattern instantiation than when executed for a direct 

(“Object  Object”) mapping. This can be recognized as the “___reprIndex” parameter 

has the value 0 uniquely in the pattern consistency check case. 

 

If other combinations of source instances match the pattern likewise, instantiation is per-

formed for these likewise. The kernel will generate all valid combinations except for those 

where only the order of object instances of equal type is different.  

  

 

14 Note that dictionary mappings are executed before mapping pattern application. The reason is 

that the mapping of effectivity expressions can thus take any renaming of configuration options or 

categories into account 

15 At this point, the instances are part of a „sandbox“ product structure containing only the target 

pattern instantiation. Using JAVA code, it is thus possible to access other instances in the target 

pattern for consistency checks, but neither any other instances outside the pattern nor the data 

representations of the mapping’s source representation (or any earlier representation) 

16 Accessible via Object Editor, “Edit checks…”, see 3.3.4 of “Basic Administration” manual for 

location and “Extended Customization with JAVA” manual for implementation details 
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Consider the following example: 

 

 

Figure 15: Example for illustrating Alternative Matches 

The source pattern (right-hand) matches any source part with at least 2 component parts 

and one document. The intent may be the creation of an extra component for the docu-

ment in such cases.  

• If the source part instance has 2 components A and B, either p2A + p3B or 

p2B + p3A will be generated, but not both 

• If the source part instance has 3 components A, B, and C, the assignments p2A 

+ p3B, p2A + p3C, and p2B + p3C will be generated, each variant with 

possibly swapped assignment of same source component 

To summarize, COMPDM’s mapping pattern matching relies on a purely structural de-

scription of the preconditions for application, plus an optional precondition, plus consisten-

cy checks of the created instances (post condition). This makes the definition of mapping 

patterns simple, for the price of elevated computation load. 
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4 Multi-Server Configuration 

4.1 Overview 

A COMPDM multi-server configuration consists of a primary server and one or more 

secondary servers. 

 

The primary server (showing the golden COMPDM logo) is used to create or 

modify users, profiles, representations and data exchange methods, and 

manages all secondary servers. This includes a complete view of all processes 

on all servers. 

 

Secondary servers (showing the silver COMPDM logo) can execute data 

exchange methods defined on the primary server, by creating local processes, 

and allows users to review them.  

 

At any time, the current configuration of the primary server can be “released”, which 

means a snapshot of all executable data exchange methods is made which is then 

distributed to all secondary servers.  

 

Multi server configurations can be used for the following purposes: 

 

• Globally distributed PLM system or TRUfusion Enterprise installations can be 

mirrored by distributed secondary COMPDM servers in order to avoid long 

distance network traffic for the CAD data imported/exported. 

• Customers with a large user base and many exchange processes running in 

parallel can easily assign multiple servers and have the workload divided among 

them automatically. 

• By installing a secondary server on the same host as the primary COMPDM 

server, further evolvement of the data exchange methods can be done without the 

risk of disturbing production use of current data exchange methods due to 

temporary inconsistencies etc17.  

  

 

17 Decoupling configuration development from production use is a standard feature available to all 

COMPDM installations, because one local secondary server (i.e. which runs on the same host as 

the primary server) is supported by the base COMPDM server license (901). Further local or non-

local secondary servers however require a 902 license each.  
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4.2 Configuring Multi-Server Installations 

4.2.1 Released Configuration for Secondary Servers 

The primary server is used to create and edit representations and data 

exchange methods, as outlined in sections 3 and 4 of the “Basic Admin-

istration” manual. A dedicated release step is required to make the configuration available 

for secondary servers. This means that on the other hand, any modification of representa-

tions, methods, templates, tables etc. will not interfere with the operation of secondary 

servers if it is not yet released. 

The current configuration of the primary server is released by selecting the “Release con-

fig” button in the Method Editor window. 

The released configuration contains all executable data exchange methods, except for 

methods that export from a “persistent Cache” representation18, and the currently config-

ured PDM hosts. 

When a configuration is released, all running secondary servers automatically perform an 

“orderly restart” to take the new set of released methods into account.  

An orderly restart means: 

• All running processes which are not yet in the write stage, e.g., they are waiting 

for interaction, reading source data, or are performing reconciliation, are aborted 

immediately. 

• The server waits until all processes which are currently in the phase of writing da-

ta to the target representations have finished. 

• In case the server waits for processes to finish, no new processes or client ses-

sions can be started. 

• If processes that write data are still working after a configurable time19 (default: 

180 minutes, i.e., 3 hours), they get aborted and the restart is performed 

It is highly recommended to have the option “Auto-restart processes after reboot” set, 

so that unfinished processes are restarted automatically after the secondary server has 

performed the restart. 

 

18 Methods that export from a persistent Cache can only be executed on the primary server; this 

restriction is currently necessary due to the complications of cache subscription management. All 

other kinds of methods that make use of Cache based representations (e.g., volatile caches, virtual 

extensions, methods that write to a persistent Cache representation) can be executed by second-

ary servers without restriction. Note that volatile cache representations will be managed on the 

server where a process runs, whereas persistent cache representations will have one global data 

repository on the primary server. Be aware that the central data management implies a perfor-

mance penalty, so corresponding processes will execute faster on the primary server than on the 

secondary servers. 

19 Setting is labeled "Minutes to wait for processes before restarting" 
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Adding or deleting users or settings profiles or changing the scope of a settings profile will 

likewise require a restart of the secondary servers to become effective for them. This is 

initiated after confirmation when leaving the Settings Manager window. 

When a secondary server starts (or restarts), it receives the last released status of the 

data exchange methods, including all required representations, value mapping tables, 

template definitions, and PLM host URLs20.  

In addition, it receives all current users, profiles (see exception in next section), and set-

tings. There are only very few exceptions where the secondary server’s parameters can 

have individual values, including vault and work directory location, communication port, 

and server name. In particular, the administrator password can be different for secondary 

servers.  

When a user changes his or her settings, this change is automatically distributed to all 

running servers. 

Note that scheduled tasks (see section 5) are not subject to central management and are 

defined locally on primary or secondary servers. 

  

 

20 This implies that any change of “supporting data” like value mapping tables, PLM host URLs, 

template definitions will only become effective for the secondary servers if the configuration gets 

released again 
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4.2.2 Secondary Server Groups 

A secondary server can be configured to receive only a sub-set of the data exchange 

methods. This is achieved by configuring the server to belong to a certain “server group”. 

Each settings profile can be restricted to be used only with certain server groups. And 

finally, as described in section 4.1 of the “Basic Administration Manual”, data exchange 

methods can be restricted for use with a specific settings profile only.  

 

When creating or editing a settings profile (see section 2.3.1 of the “Basic Administration” 

manual), the following alternatives are available: 

 

 

Figure 16: Settings Profile Domain 

• All servers (default): The profile will be available on all secondary servers 

• Specified server groups: The profile will be available only on secondary servers 

which belong to one of the server groups specified (in addition to the primary serv-

er). Several server groups may be provided, using a comma as the separator. For 

example, this could be used if only some, not all, secondary servers are suitable to 

handle specific CAD formats. 

• Primary server only: The profile will not be sent to secondary servers, but rather be 

only available on the primary server. For example, this might be useful to prevent 

end users from accidently selecting a profile that is used for accessing a test PLM 

system. 
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4.2.3 Interactive Configuration of Secondary Server 

Multi-server configuration can be administrated in COMPDM’s Mainte-

nance dialog, with the help of the upper elements. 

 

 

Figure 17: Primary Server Configuration Elements in Maintenance Dialog 

By default, a COMPDM server runs in a primary server configuration.  

For a clear separation of data exchange configuration tasks from production use of data 

exchange methods, it is possible to uncheck the “Allow non-admin session” box. This will 

prevent end users from logging into the primary COMPDM server (i.e. they can only use 

secondary servers). In this case, the primary server is reserved to the administrator and 

unfinished configurations are never accessible to the end user. 

To change a server configuration from primary to a secondary, check the “Run as sec-

ondary COMPDM server” box before restarting. 

 

 

Figure 18: Secondary Server Configuration Elements in Maintenance Dialog 

 

You need to enter the URL (including port) of the primary server from which the server 

should receive its configuration. Use the “Test connection…” button to check whether the 

connection can be established. 
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At the top of the dialog, a server name can be assigned which will be used to identify the 

server e.g., in the process table of the primary server. However, the primary server might 

modify this name to make it unique in case several servers have identical names config-

ured. 

You may enter a “Server group”, i.e., a freely chosen identifier, as described in the previ-

ous section. 

When performing a restart, the server will operate as a secondary server.  

 

4.2.4 Command-line Configuration of Secondary Server 

The following parameter can be added to the COMPDM server startup script (serv-

er.bat in COMPDM’s installation directory, refer to “Installation Manual” of COMPDM) to 

configure it to run as a secondary server: 

--configuration=[<Group>@]<primary URL> 

The name of a server group (see 4.2.2) can be prepended to the primary server URL with 

a “@” as the separator. 

The command-line parameter will override the settings in the Maintenance dialog. They 

will be non-editable in the presence of –configuration on the server’s command line. 
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4.3 Working with Multi-Server Installations 

4.3.1 Starting a Client Session 

If a COMPDM server is installed as a standalone application (see “Installation Manual”), 

the COMPDM task bar symbol’s context menu will offer some more alternatives: 

 

 

Figure 19: Task Bar Menu Example for a Secondary Server 

• For secondary servers, a client app can either be started for the secondary server, 

or for the primary server 

• For primary servers, a client app can be started either for the primary server, or for 

any of the secondary servers 

 

For the web client, operation is very similar to a single-server installation. The URL 

determines which server the client connects to. The only visible difference is that when the 

web client session is connected to the primary server, the process list will show all 

processes on all servers. 

For the client app, a new “load balancing” mode is introduced. It is activated by providing 

the additional command-line parameter --balance when invoking the client. The client’s 

server URL can be any server (primary or secondary) in this case. 
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For an interactive client login, the login dialog will show an additional selector for the 

server. 

 

 

Figure 20: Login Dialog in Load Balancing Mode 

In the list of servers, some additional icons may be shown in case there are significant 

differences between the servers.  

• A rocket symbol is shown for servers with a relatively fast response time (see 

above) 

• A snail symbol is shown for servers with a relatively slow response time (see 

above) 

• The number of currently running processes is shown in brackets 

•  A warning sign is shown if free disk space of the server’s work directory is 

below a critical minimum 

•  Colored icons indicate whether free disk space of the server’s work 

directory is relatively large, average, or low 

• A tooltip shows the number of active client sessions and the measured response 

time (see above) 

This information is shown to allow for comparison and let the user select the “best” server 

for connecting. The list is sorted so that the “best” server (fastest response time, lowest 

number of processes, most free disk space etc) is first. 

For parameters that are more or less the same on all servers, the information is 

suppressed. 
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The user and profile selection in the login dialog affects the servers listed: 

• If a non-“admin” user is selected, and admin sessions are not allowed for the 

primary server (see 4.2.3), the primary server is removed from the server list 

• If a profile is selected, all servers that don’t support the profile (due to server 

group restrictions or because the profile is restricted to the primary server) are 

removed from the server list. 

In the case of a non-interactive login, adding --balance makes the client automatically 

choose the “best” available server in terms of responsiveness, load, and free disk space.  

4.3.2 Admin Client on Primary Server 

When connected to a primary server, the client’s process table will list all processes on all 

servers. If secondary servers are running in a different time zone, the process start time 

column will indicate the time difference in brackets. 

In the Activity Monitor window, an additional table is present which shows the status of all 

active servers. 

 

 

Figure 21: Table showing Status of Active Servers 

It lists the connected servers with their name (as used by the primary server, i.e. possibly 

modified to make it unique), server group (if applicable), current free disk space, URL, 

count of managed processes, count of running processes, active client sessions, and 

additionally whether the server is about to restart (possibly just waiting for some 

processes to terminate) and whether connection was lost (stalled). In the latter case, the 

server gets removed from the list after a (short) wait time. 

In the Maintenance dialog, observe that there is an option to restore the primary server’s 

configuration to the state of the released configuration, which means to discard all 

changes since the time of the last release. 
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4.3.3 Admin Client on Secondary Server 

The admin client for a secondary server lacks many of the primary server’s functionalities: 

Editors for representations, objects, methods and mappings are missing completely. In the 

Settings Editor window, no user or profile management is available. The Maintenance 

dialog has no elements for changing the configuration (e.g. importing an external 

configuration, restoring a configuration backup). 

 

 

Figure 22: Secondary Server Admin Client with Reduced Functionality 

4.3.4 Unavailability of Primary Server 

The primary server is responsible for license management, for example, to distribute the 

available client session licenses (key 900) among the secondary servers according to 

local login requests. Likewise, all module licenses are only required once on the primary 

server.  

For this reason, the secondary servers cannot operate without the primary server. 

If the primary server becomes unreachable, for example during a restart, the secondary 

servers continue all running processes and client sessions normally, but do not allow new 

client sessions to be established (regardless of whether they are interactive or not). Active 

clients can however start new processes as usual. 
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4.3.5 Switching a Secondary Server back to Primary Server 

A secondary server can be changed at any time to be a primary server. On restart, it will 

show the usual functionalities (e.g. Representation Editor, Method Editor) and have the 

released configuration it worked with last as its configuration.  

Of course, it will also pull a server license (key 901) and licenses for all licensed modules 

and will not start if no licenses are available. 
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5 Scheduled Tasks 

Any data exchange methods whose source representations are PLM 

based can optionally be configured to be executed by a scheduled task. A scheduled task 

combines an exchange method, root part(s), settings profile, and optional recipient21, with 

the definition of a schedule, i.e. when to execute them. This is then repeated automatical-

ly. 

The “Tasks” button opens the Scheduled Task Manager window, which shows a table of 

all scheduled tasks currently available. 

 

Figure 23: Scheduled Task Manager Window 

This table has the following columns: 

• Automatic: Shows a “Play” or “Pause” symbol to indicate whether task execution 
is activated or currently paused. You may toggle between these states by clicking 
on the symbol. The change only becomes effective after using “Save changes” 
 

• Next: For activated tasks (“Play” symbol in “Automatic” column), shows either a 
rocket symbol if the task is currently being performed, or the next execution time 
according to the defined schedule, or “N/A” if no execution time is specified yet 
 

• Method: Data exchange method to be executed 
 

• Name: Unique name of the task. Note that the table is sorted alphabetically by this 
name 
 

• Scope: Describes the data being exported by the task. Typically, a root part, but 
more complex definitions are possible (see below) 
 

  

 

21 Requires a license for COMPDM’s TRUfusion module 
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• Profile: settings profile to use for execution of the method 
 

• Send to22: Receiving company and contact, if sending via TRUfusion is activated 
 

COMPDM will automatically launch a process for the task at the specified time23. Howev-

er, at any given point in time, there can be at most one active automatic process for a 

task. If the automatic process has not terminated when the next scheduled execution time 

arrives, that next execution time will be skipped. 

Note that an automatic process (i.e. a process created for a scheduled task) will neither 

wait for interactive setup (if configured), nor use interactions in mapping (if configured), 

nor wait for confirmation of data writing, regardless of the value of the related settings. 

In addition to the process created for the task, it is always possible to use the data ex-

change method in other processes that are started manually or by batch invocation. 

 

Use the “New task…” button to create a new scheduled task. A dialog ap-

pears where you specify a name for the task and select the data exchange 

method to associate with the task.  

Note that these two parameters cannot be changed anymore for the task. 

Next, the Configure Automatic Execution dialog opens 

To configure a method that exports from a PLM system for automatic execution, the set-

tings profile to use, execution time (interval) and scope of data to export needs to be spec-

ified. In combination with the TRUfusion Enterprise integration, a recipient for the data can 

be specified as well. 

  

 

22 Requires a license for COMPDM’s TRUfusion module 

23 More precisely, a process is created immediately but it will be in a wait state until the next 

scheduled execution time has come. 
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These required parameters are collected using the Configure Automatic Execution dialog. 

 

Figure 24: Configure Automatic Execution Dialog 

This dialog contains the following elements, from top to bottom: 

 

• A selector for the settings profile to use for automatically started processes. This 
element is only shown if more than one settings profile is defined in COMPDM, 
see section 2.3.1 of the “Basic Administration” manual24 
 

• A list of schedules, each allows to specify the days of the week to execute, a start 
time, and optionally an interval and an end time. This allows specifying a process 
to execute with any frequency between “once a week” and “every 5 minutes”. 
 

• A set of filters, organized in filter tabs, to specify the scope of data to be exported 
by the automatic process (see below) 
 

• In case COMPDM is configured to use the TRUfusion Enterprise integration, addi-
tional elements are shown which allow specifying a receiver for the exported data. 
Activate the check box “Hand over exported data to TRUfusion Enterprise” in addi-
tion in this case.  
 

The “Apply filter” button allows applying the filter and starts a process immediately to sim-
plify testing whether the filter definition meets the requirements. 

 

24 The administrator’s (admin user’s) settings values will be used by the automatic process. The 

„Owner“ column in the Client main window process table will show the entry „Automatic“. 
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The “Save filter…” button allows to save the current filter definition in an XML file (*.cef). 
The “Load filter…” button can be used to load such a saved filter definition.  
This functionality can be used to copy complex filter definitions from one task to another, 
but the file can also be used to define the scope of an export process that is started from 
the command line using the –export parameter. Refer to the “Basic Administration Man-

ual”, section 2.9.1, for details. 

 

A filter tab has a “Part type to query for” selector, allows choosing the object the filter se-

lects. This can be:  

 

 

Figure 25: Filter Tab Details 

• One of the part types of the source representation. In this case, the tab will list all 

string type attributes of the part and you may specify one or more value patterns 

for any of them. The wildcard symbols ‘?’ and ‘*’ may be used. 

• “Dictionary” in case the source representation contains a dictionary object. The fil-

ter then selects the whole dictionary contents, including all options and categories, 

as opposed to the case for non-auto processes, where only those categories get 

exported which are used in effectivity expressions in the product structure (see 

2.2). The filter tab includes a “Product id” field where the part key attribute value 

must be specified for source PLM systems that use local dictionaries (i.e. 

Teamcenter and optionally VPM). Note that the use of wildcards is not supported 

in this case. For PLM systems that use global dictionaries (Aras and optionally 

VPM), specifying a value is not required and it will be ignored 

• “JAVA based”: you may specify a custom method to compute the objects to be ex-

ported, e.g. to implement more complex filtering criteria. Refer to volume 05 (“Ex-

tended Customization with JAVA”) for details. 

Using the “+” tab, additional filters can be specified. The automatic process’s export will 

contain all matching elements of all activated filter tabs. 

 

Note that the selector is suppressed in case neither dictionary nor JAVA code editing are 

available, and the source representation contains only a single part type. 
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The “Filter selects” selector is used to specify the objects that are selected along with the 

matching parts. 

 

Figure 26: Filter Match Interpretation 

 

Possible values are: 

• Matches: The filter only exports matching parts with attached documents and ex-

tensions, but no sub-components 

• Matches with components: The filter exports matching parts plus direct children. 

The children will have a “read only” status (unless they are matched themselves by 

filter criteria). This is intended for use in “delta” type exports, where only modified 

elements of a product structure are exported, if the receiver already possesses an 

earlier version of it. 

• Matches with sub structure: The filter exports all direct and indirect components. 

This is like the default behavior known from interactive exports. 

When this value is set, additional elements appear which allow to optionally restrict 

the number of product structure levels to export (below the matching parts) 

 

 

Figure 27: Limit Exported Product Structure Levels 

 

 

Note that this selector is not applicable and ignored for “Dictionary” filters. 

 

 Use the “Edit task…” button to change profile, schedule, part filter, or re-

ceiver of an existing scheduled task. 

 

Any changes (adding or deleting tasks, changing the task parameters, or 

toggling the “Play”/”Pause” status) only become effective by selecting the 

“Save changes” button. In particular this can result in automatic processes 

to be created or aborted. 
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6 Details of STEP AP242 Implementation 

6.1 Handling of Properties 

The STEP AP242 Recommended Practices (published by AFNet and prostep ivip) rec-

ommends using some additional classifications for properties to help receiving systems in 

the proper interpretation of the property value. Currently, two separate classifications are 

recommended for use when applicable: 

 

• The PropertyDefinition.Id attribute is the text that represents the general property.  

When applicable, the following values shall be used (the default value (if unset) is ‘general 

property’): 

 

Id Explanation 

‘recyclability property’ A recyclability property is information concerning the ability to reuse 

objects or components of objects after their primarily intended usage 

‘mass property’ a mass property is a quantity of matter of which an object consists 

‘quality property’ A quality property is a property that provides information about the 

level of quality of products or processes 

‘cost property’ A cost property is a property that specifies costs 

‘duration property’ A duration property is a property that specifies a period of time during 

which a given object is used or will last 

‘general property’ A general property is a property for which the exact purpose is not 

known at the time. This is the recommended value for the case an 

exporting system does not provide such a classification of properties 

by purpose. 
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The PropertyDefinition.PropertyType attribute is the kind of property the PropertyDefinition de-

fines. When applicable, the following values shall be used (the default value (if unset) is ‘sys-

tem property’): 

 

PropertyType Explanation 

'system property' The property is internal to the source PDM system and may 

be mostly ignored by the target PDM system, except in sce-

narios to maintain the full functionality of the transferred data 

Example: PDM vault, lifecycle template, … 

‘PDM property’ The property is defined with COTS solution. Relevant for 

PDM data exchange. 

Example: calculated weight, estimated weight, material 

standard, … 

‘customized PDM property’ The property is present only on particular categories of part 

(for example standard part, software part, …) or documents 

customized in the underlying PDM system. The 

part/document category itself is mapped in Part-

Types/DocumentTypes (see 5.1.1/8.1.1). Relevant for PDM 

data exchange. 

Example: software characteristics, … 

‘user defined attribute’ The property is defined by a particular user on a specific ob-

ject and does not exist for all instances of the PDM object. 

Relevant for the CAx data exchange, and (if the PDM system 

can handle them) for PDM data exchange 

Example: surface finish 

‚assembly validation property‘ Validation purposes only 

‚geometric validation property‘ Validation purposes only 

Table 4: STEP AP242 Recommendations for Classification of Properties 
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In the Object Editor, for each object and relationship, you will find two additional choice 

boxes for attributes added using „New attribute…“, in the „Additional information“ column: 

 

 

Figure 28: Additional Elements for Property Classification (STEP AP242) 

The first can be used to select the STEP “PropertyDefinition.Id”, the second for 

the “PropertyDefinition.PropertyType”. As can be seen in the example above, 

you may also select no value for either classification. 

LIST OF … (for example ‘LIST OF general property’) is used for Properties of type Val-

ueList. 

SET OF … (for example ‘SET OF general property’) is used for Properties of type Val-

ueSet. 

Limitation: it is assumed that all LIST/SET members have the same PropertyDefinition 

content. 

 

Additionally, to the PropertyDefinition.Id values defined above, the following values may 

be used: 

- idPerson: for the Person.Id of OrganizationOrPersonInOrganizationAssignments having a role other 

than one of 'creator', 'editor', 'locked_by' 

- idPerson: for the Organization.Id of OrganizationOrPersonInOrganizationAssignments having a role 

other than one of 'creator', 'editor', 'locked_by' 

- Date: for the AssignedDate of the DateTimeAssignments having a role other than one of 'creation', 

'update', 'lock' 

- Approval: for the Approval.Status of the ApprovalAssignments having a non-empty role 

- idRole: see next section 

In these cases, the name of the Property is the …Assignment.Role (case sensitive) and 

the second additional information column is mapped to ‘customized PDM property’. 

 

In case of a CentreOfMass defined on a PartView, the first additional information column 

is mapped to ‘quality property’ and the second to CentreOfMass.Role (case sensitive). 

The name of the property is CentreOfMass.Id (case sensitive). 
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Limitation: during export, it will be mapped as a normal PropertyValue via Proper-

tyValueAssignment. 

 

In the Settings Editor (see 2.3), STEP tab, you can find a setting named “Property classifi-

cations” where you can modify the available values if necessary (e.g. if the STEP recom-

mendation evolves, or if you wish to use your own characterizations). 

Note that these additional classifications are only relevant for export and the way the val-

ues are characterized in the STEP AP242 file. When importing data, only the name of the 

property is relevant. The additional classifications are neither checked, nor can they be 

accessed. 

If a STEP AP242 representation is created out of a STEP AP242 file for analysis, the 

property name is taken out of PropertyValue.Name, or if empty: 

- out of PropertyValue.Definition (in case it is of type PropertyDefinitionString). Here 

the additional elements for Property Classification mentioned above are left empty. 

- out of PropertyValue.Definition.Id (in case it is of type PropertyDefinition). 

The PropertyDefinition.Id and PropertyDefinition.PropertyType are handled case-

insensitive and mapped to lowercase. 

The PropertyValue.Name is handled case sensitive (to comply to CATIA and NX proper-

ties).  

Limitation: currently all special characters (+, -, =, #, @, ", …) get removed. 

Since this limitation does not apply to CATIA and NX properties, after removal through 

COMPDM, the property names may be not unique within each object, and lead to a com-

pile error for the affected representation object. 

Currently, STEP AP242 properties having a unit (subtypes of ValueWithUnit) are 

supported if contained in the STEP representation. A string attribute named 

xxx___unit contains the name of the unit for an attribute named xxx. 

For properties of kind ValuesRange, the range is represented in the STEP representa-

tion by two real-type attributes named xxx___from and xxx___to  

For properties of kind ValueWithTolerances, the tolerance parameters are repre-

sented by three real-type attributes named xxx___base, xxx___min and 

xxx___plus. 

PropertyValues containing a boolean, integer, or real value are mapped according to 

the recommended mapping as NumericalValue with Unit (xxx___unit)  ‘logi-

cal/integer/real representation’. 

Properties of kind ValueSet and ValueList are currently only supported as one-

dimensional (no LIST OF LIST, …), and using StringValues. Others will be ignored. 

The ValueSet/ValueList is mapped as a string concatenation with a syntax that al-

lows to fetch the single elements (with their name and value): 

<name1>|<value1>||…||<nameN>|<valueN>: name/value pairs for all StringValues 

STEP AP242 properties of type ValueLimit are currently not supported. 
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GeneralShapeDependentProperties are supported in PartView and 

ShapeElement during import of STEP AP242 (both mapped as part version properties), 

but during export, all part version properties get mapped as PropertyValueAssign-

ments. 

ContentProperty, CreationProperty and SizeProperty are not supported. 

During import, Part properties are mapped to all incoming versions of the part.  

Likewise, Document properties are mapped during import to all versions of the document.  
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6.2 Handling of Multiple Identifiers 

Multiple Identifiers for the same object (for example having multiple contexts or multiple 

roles) are supported as extensions ‘PartAlias’ and ‘DocumentAlias’.): 

During Import, if the setting ‘Use Exchange Context for local Identifiers’ is set to yes, 

all the identifiers having the same context as ExchangeContext.Identification- 

Context are mapped to part/document while the other ones are mapped to PartAli-

as/DocumentAlias. 

If this setting is set to no, all the identifiers having the same context as the setting ‘STEP 

local context ID’ are mapped to the Part/Document objects while the further ones are 

mapped to PartAlias/DocumentAlias. 

alias_id is the alias Identifier of Part/Document (having role=‘identification information’ or 

‘exchange identification information’) 

alias_revision is the alias identifier of PartVersion/DocumentVersion (having 

idRoleRef=‘identification information’ or ‘exchange identification information’) 

alias_organization_id/name are the Organization.Id/Name of the idContextRef 

of the alias Identifier 

exchange_master_alias is TRUE if there is one alias Identifier with idRol-

eRef=‘exchange identification information’ 

exchange_master_id is TRUE if the idRoleRef of the local identifier is ‘exchange iden-

tification information’ (stored redundantly in each PartAlias/DocumentAlias). 

 

During Export, if the local context identifier shall not be exported (for example because 

only one (or several) alias Identifiers shall be exported), the setting ‘Export local identifi-

er’ shall be set to ‘no’. In case an object has only a local identifier, it will be exported in 

any case. 

Additional alias Identifiers (having an idRoleRef value other than ‘identification infor-

mation’ or ‘exchange identification information’) are supported in PartAlias/DocumentAlias 

via two additional choice boxes in the „Additional information“ column: 

The first value shall always be ‘idRole’. The second value indicates the object the alias 

Identifier shall be assigned to: Part, PartVersion, Document, DocumentVersion or 

DigitalFile. 

The idRole is handled case-insensitive and mapped to lowercase. 
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6.3 Handling of Alternate/Substitute Parts 

For dealing with the alternate/substitute semantics, additional part and relation (assembly) 

objects can be added to a STEP AP242 based representation in COMPDM. 

6.3.1 Alternate 

Alternate is an additional part-part relationship (STEP: AlternatePartRelationship 

on the Part level and PartVersionRelationship on the  PartVersion level). It 

denotes that a part can be used instead of another for all occurrences. 

It is represented by a “Usage” type and refers to the alternate Part(Version). 

To differentiate between Part level and PartVersion level alternates, the attribute ‘pre-

cise’ is set to FALSE (in case of Part level) or TRUE (in case of PartVersion level). 

Since COMPDM inhibits circular relationships, bidirectional Alternates (where A is al-

ternate of B and B is alternate of A) are mapped using the Boolean attribute ‘bidirectional’. 

In this case the sequence number of the reverse alternate relationship is stored in the 

attribute ‘reverse_sequence’. 

6.3.2 Substitute 

Substitute denotes that a part can be used instead of another for a particular occurrence 

(STEP: . AssemblyOccurrenceRelationshipSubstitution and Assem-

blyViewRelationshipSubstitution).  It is represented by an “Instance” type which 

carries the key attributes (part_id, version_id, and view_id) of the replacement part. Ad-

ditionally, in case of AssemblyOccurrenceRelationshipSubstitution, the base 

instance_id and the substitute instance_id are mapped, otherwise in case of Assem-

blyViewRelationshipSubstitution, the substitute usage_id is mapped (the base 

usage_id is already provided in the Usage object that references the Substitute). During 

export, AssemblyViewRelationshipSubstitution is mapped if the usage_id is set) 

and AssemblyOccurrenceRelationshipSubstitution is mapped if the base in-

stance_id and the substitute instance-id are set. 

The main of all alternatives (e.g. the one not having the ClassifiedAs=’alternative’) is 

mapped as alternative_instance / alternative_usage = FALSE while the other ones are 

mapped as TRUE. 

Note that the COMPDM core data model currently does not directly support a 3-way rela-

tionship like the “Substitute”. Therefore, the 3rd reference is modeled by the 3rd part’s key 

attributes. In the case of an import to a PLM system or an export from a PLM system, low-

level helper methods will most likely be required to create or extract these relations in the 

PLM system25.  

 

 

25 Section 4.3.4 of the “Extended Customization using JAVA” manual outlines how this may be 

done in the case of the Aras system. For other systems, please seek assistance from T-Systems if 

necessary.  
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6.4 Handling of Multiple View Relationships (‘tracking’) 

MultiView enables to track the related Part(s) in another BoM view. For example, a single 

or assembly part node in the ‘manufacturing planning’ BoM may track one or multiple sin-

gle/assembly part nodes in the ‘design’ BoM. 

The tracking shall be mapped on Occurrence level (via OccurrenceRelationship). 

For the top node of the product structure (having per definition no occurrence), it shall be 

mapped on PartView level (via PartViewRelationship). 

The related (tracked) object is shown as the child of the relating (tracking) object. 

6.5 Handling of General Part Relationships 

PartRelationship enables to relate two parts (PartVersions). For example, a part 

may be related to some standard (the standard is documented as a dedicated part). The 

kind of the relationship may be described in the attribute ‘relation_type’. 

6.6 Change Management 

For dealing with change management, additional part and relation (assembly) objects can 

be added to a STEP AP242 based representation in COMPDM. 

6.6.1 WorkRequest 

A WorkRequest represents a solicitation for some work to be done. It may have attached 

Documents, attached WorkOrders and Activities. 

6.6.2 WorkOrder 

A WorkOrder is an authorization for one or more Activity objects to be performed. It 

may have attached Documents and Activities. 

6.6.3 Activity 

An Activity is an identification of the occurrence of an action that has taken place or is 

taking place (ActualActivity) or is expected to take place in the future (PlannedAc-

tivity). It may have attached documents, input/output elements   and related Activi-

ties. 

6.6.4 RequestToOrder 

This relationship is used to relate WorkRequests and WorkOrders. 

6.6.5 RequestToActivity 

This relationship is used to relate WorkRequests and Activities. 

6.6.6 OrderToActivity 

This relationship is used to relate WorkOrders and Activities. 

file:///C:/Daten/Eigene%20Daten/Eigene%20Daten/PDTNet/AP242/Ed2%20DIS/AP%20242%20Edition%202%20DIS%20Ballot/WG12_N9912_AP242ed2_DIS/data/domain_models/managed_model_based_3d_engineering_domain/sys/4_info_reqs.htm%23Activity
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6.6.7 ActivityRelationship 

This relationship is used to relate Activities. 

6.6.8 ActivityElement 

This relationship is used to relate Activities and Parts 

• as affected part (for which the activity aims a change) ➔ action=’input’ 

• or as new part (result of the activity) ➔ action=’output’ 

6.7 Mirrored Parts 

According to the “Recommended Practices” of the PDM-IF, the use of mirroring in the 

positioning of a component part in an assembly is not allowed. Mirroring must be defined 

between two GeometricModel objects. 

COMPDM supports the following instantiations of mirroring: 

- Sharing the same CAD geometry document for the left and the right part. Here a 

mirroring transformation is stored in GeometricRepresentationRelation-

shipWithCartesianTransformation between an ExternalGeometric-

Model or ComposedGeometricModel attached to the right-side part and the Ex-

ternalGeometricModel of the shared CAD geometry (which is assigned as 

Document to both parts). 

- Having two distinct CAD geometry documents without multi-model link, but to in-

form that the one is mirrored, a mirroring transformation is stored in Ge-

ometricRepresentationRelationshipWithCartesianTransformation 

between two ExternalGeometricModels attached to the right side part: one of 

them having an empty or no CAD geometry and the other being the mirrored CAD 

geometry. 

COMPDM currently maps these mirroring cases with the help of an auxiliary (additional) 

part above the right-side part (as an assembly having only one child), having a mirroring 

matrix between both. 

Note that such auxiliary parts are not removed automatically during a re-export to STEP.   
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6.8 Parts having multiple geometries 

So-called model splitting may occur for example for assemblies imported by the source 

system as a single part. When such a structure is imported by COMPDM, a dummy part is 

created under the original part for each partial geometry element. The positioning matrix 

defined between the original part and each geometry (defined as ExplicitTransfor-

mation, ImplicitTransformation or SameCoordinateSpace) is imported as the 

transformation between the original part and each dummy part. 

Limitation: during export, there is no special treatment of the dummy parts, i.e.  they are 

mapped as normal parts. 

6.9 Nested files 

The setting ’AP242 output‘ can be set to ‘monolithic’ or ‘nested’ to create a single 

STEP file, or a set of STEP files that reference each other. 

 

To import a nested structure of multiple stpx/stpxZ files, the file corresponding to the 

top assembly node must be chosen as the starting point.  

 

When the export mode is set to nested, the following relationships cause the related ob-

jects to be exported into a distinct file (so-called nested file), referenced by the file contain-

ing the relating object: 

Usage: either along NextAssemblyOccurrenceUsage or NextAssemblyViewUsage 

Alternate: along AlternatePartRelationship or PartVersionRelationship 

PartRelationship: along PartVersionRelationship 

MultiView: along PartViewRelationship 

Other relation types, i.e. ActivityElement, ActivityRelationship, OrderToActivity, Re-

questToActivity, RequestToOrder, are not supported. 

On assembly links where both NextAssemblyOccurrenceUsage and NextAssem-

blyViewUsage are available, both reference the same nested file. 

If Usage, Alternate, PartRelationship or MultiView relationships apply to the same 

PartVersion, all reference the same nested file. 

Each instance of these relationships may be defined as ‘precise’ or ‘imprecise’ via their 

boolean attribute ‘precise’: 

• If precise=’TRUE’ (default) 

o the related object version is used in the nested file name (for example ‘nut 

and bolt-A.1.stpx’) 

o the object version is mentioned in the reference to the related object within 

the file containing the relating object (for example PartVersion.Id=’A.1’) 
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• If precise=’FALSE’  

o the related object version is not used in the nested file name (for example 

‘nut and bolt.stpx’) 

o instead of mentioning the object version in the reference to the related ob-

ject within the file containing the relating object, ‘/ANY’ is used (for exam-

ple PartVersion.Id=’/ANY’ 

Limitations: 

• Within one nested exchange package, an object shall not be referenced in one re-

lationship as precise and in another one as imprecise 

• Within one nested exchange package, the export of multiple versions of an object 

is only possible as ‘precise’ 

• During import, nested structure shall comply to the simplified positioning represen-

tation. The full positioning representations (GeometricRepresentationRela-

tionshipWithPlacementTransformation, GeometricRepresentation-

RelationshipWithCartesianTransformation, GeometricRepresenta-

tionRelationshipWithSameCoordinateSpace) are not supported. 

 

Nesting of effectivities: 

One file contains the ProductClass (Dictionary) with all its Specifications, Speci-

ficationCategories and ProductConfigurations. 

The nesting for ProductConfigurations is done along ProductDesignAssocia-

tion.AssociatedDesign. It references the stpx file of the Assembly on which the 

ProductConfiguration applies. 

The nesting for Effectivities defined on the PartVersion/ NextAssemblyOccurren-

ceUsages/NextAssemblyViewUsage is done along Effectivity. Effectivity-

Context and along SpecificationAssignment.AssignedTo / Specification-

CategoryAssignment.AssignedTo / SpecificationConditionAssignment 

.AssignedTo if the effectivity involves Specifications and/or Conditions. It refer-

ences the stpx file of the ProductClass in which the Effectivities/ Specifica-

tions/Conditions apply. 

 

Limitation: 

Currently, nesting of effectivities using Specifications is only supported with simple 

ConditionalEffectivities, but not on embedded ConditionalEffectivities 

making use of and/or/not Conditions. 

 

Incremental exchange and nesting can be combined: a nested assembly may reference 

some children as nested file and some other children as unchanged (incremental ex-

change). 
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6.10 Variants of a product 

For dealing with the exchange of single variants of a product (including the name and def-

inition of the variant), additional part and relation (assembly) objects can be added to a 

STEP AP242 based representation in COMPDM. 

6.10.1 ProductClass 

A ProductClass represents a product family. It may have attached Documents and 

attached ProductConfigurations. 

6.10.2 ProductConfiguration 

A ProductConfiguration represents a variant of the product. It may have attached 

Documents and attached Parts. 

6.10.3 ClassToConfig 

This relationship is used to relate ProductClasses and ProductConfigurations . 

6.10.4 ConfigToPart 

This relationship is used to relate ProductConfigurations and Parts. 

The effectivity condition stored within this relationship defines the variant of the product 

via a list of option values. 

The parts attached to a ProductConfiguration are the top assembly node(s) that 

define the variant of the product. 

 

Limitations: 

• currently these objects/relationships are mapped to part/assembly structures. 

• There is no integration yet with the topics described in chapter 2.2 (dictionaries, 

product variants and effectivities) dealing with the exchange of 150% BoM. 
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6.11 Assembly Validation Properties 

6.11.1 Number of Children 

This property gets computed automatically during export for each assembly node (i.e. 

having children). 

6.11.2 Notional Solids Centroid (NSC) 

This property gets computed automatically during export for each assembly node (i.e. 

having children). 

6.12 Implementation Details 

Within the scope of the ProSTEP iViP Recommended Practices for AP242, the following 

limitations of the STEP module currently apply: 

• The CAx representation of DocumentAssignment (DigitalFile) as well as the 

PDM representation (DocumentVersion) are supported during import but are al-

ways exported as PDM representation.  

• The “Edition 1”, “Edition 1 Technical Corrigendum”, “Edition 1 Technical Corrigen-

dum / ‘CAx patch” and “Edition 2 Minor Revision” releases of the AP242 data 

model are supported during import. During export, the setting ‘AP242 Release’ al-

lows to select one of: ‘IS’ (Edition 1), ‘TC’ (Edition 1 Technical Corrigendum / CAx 

patch’) or ‘Edition 2’ (Edition 2 Minor Revision) 

• Multiple files associated to a document are treated during import as multiple doc-

uments having one file. 

• The DocumentFormat is not supported on Document level, but the FileFormat 

on DigitalFile level. 

• SingleOccurrence are supported, but not QuantifiedOccurrence, Se-

lectedOccurrence, SpecifiedOccurrence. 

• Person and Organizations are handled as string valued attributes. The Per-

sonInOrganization.PersonRole and Organization.OrganizationTypes is ignored 

during import, and always set resp. ‘employee’ and ‘company’ to during Export.  

• Additional DateTimeAssignments and OrganizationOrPersonInOrgani-

zationAssignments (for PersonInOrganizations) are supported during im-

port (mapped as Date and String Organization.id+’|’Person.Idattribute respec-

tively). The name of the property is taken from the Assignment.Role. During 

export, Timestamp properties are mapped as DateTimeAssignments, but per-

sons/organizations (currently String) are mapped as string properties. 

• Additional ApprovalAssignments are supported during import (mapped as 

string). The name of the property is taken out of the Assignment.Role. During 

export, they are mapped as string properties. 

• The geometrical validation properties are not supported. 
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• The PartView.InitialContext.LifeCycleState is supported during im-

port/export. PartView.InitialContext ApplicationDomain is ignored dur-

ing import and always set to 'mechanical design' during export. 

• PartViewRelationship (except for the mapping of properties, substitute parts 

and multiple view tracking), DocumentVersionRelationship, DocumentDef-

initionRelationship and FileRelationship are not supported. 

• Beside the simple positioning representation (recommended) and the “Full Posi-

tioning Representation with Explicit Transformation”, the “Full positioning represen-

tations with Implicit Transformation and with Same Coordinate Space” are also 

supported during import. During export, the simple positioning representation is 

always used. 

• LocalizedString.language are supported.  

During import, different language strings are mapped into a single string attribute 

using XML tags. 

• Multiple view tracking relationships (for example between ‘manufacturing planning’ 

and ‘design’ product structures are supported during import on PartViewRela-

tionship and OccurrenceRelationship (even on SpecifiedOccurrenc-

es).Multiple PartViews within the same PartVersion are not supported during 

export (one PartVersion is created out of each Part object). Each PartView is 

mapped during import as a distinct Part object. 

• Tracking relationships of kind OccurrenceRelationship get mapped during 

import just like PartViewRelationships. During export, only PartViewRela-

tionship is supported. 

• For WorkRequest.Scope, currently only Activity is supported (neither 

ProductConfiguration nor ProductConceptIdentification). 

• Currently only ActivityElements of kind PartVersion, PartView and Occur-

rence are supported (neither Documents, GeometryModel, nor File). 

• LotEffectivities are mapped as Specifications of a dummy Specifi-

cationCategory. During export, LotEffectivities are not supported. 

• With AP242 Edition 2, PropertyDefinitionEnum (for Proper-

tyValue.Definition), PartCategoryEnum (for Part.PartTypes) and Pre-

definedApplicationDomainEnum (for InitialView.ApplicationDomain) 

are mapped as normal string attributes. During export, they are not used (the 

string attribute is mapped resp. as PropertyDefinition.Id, Class.Id or 

ClassString). 

• With AP242 Edition 2, DigitalFile.FileLocations is mapped like Digital-

File.Locations (if both are set, Locations is preferred). If none of them is set, 

DigitalFile.Id is mapped. During export, FileLocations is not used 

(mapped as DigitalFile.Id and Locations). 

• During import, if no NextAssemblyOccurrenceUsages are available, but an 

assembly structure is mapped only with NextAssemblyViewUsage, these will be 

mapped as Usage. In this case, no Instances are mapped. 

During export, NextAssemblyViewUsage is only mapped for effectivities or cus-
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tomized properties stored on the Usage or for AssemblyViewRelation-

shipSubstitution; the assembly structure itself is only mapped as NextAs-

semblyOccurrenceUsages. 

• When reading AP242 Edition 2 STEP files, if an assembly structure has multiple 

placements (corresponding to the placement of the DefiningGeometry and of 

the AuxiliaryGeometries, only the placement corresponding to the Defin-

ingGeometry is mapped to Instance.transformation. During import and export, 

AuxiliaryGeometry is not supported. 
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7 REST Services for accessing Caches 

Persistent Cache representations, as described in section 3.4.11 of the “Basic Administra-

tion Manual”, can be used in conjunction with webservices (REST). If you activate the 

setting “Allow WebService access to Cache”, the COMPDM server makes several REST 

services available for external invocation.  

 

Please note: 

• In a multi-server configuration (see section 4), webservices are only provided by the 

primary server. 

• If you intend to use REST services for accessing the Cache, be aware that the Cache 

representation’s name will be part of the URL in some cases. Therefore it’s best to 

avoid special characters. 

• If you intend to use the putFile REST service to upload a file for a document object, 

make sure that the target document object in the Cache has the “_fileName” attribute 

included in its definition26. 

• The server keeps files uploaded with putFile only for a certain (configurable) time 

span. The requester should ensure that the files are processed (e.g. imported to a 

target PLM system) before this time has elapsed. 

• Credentials provided in service invocation have to use a user which is explicitely 

maintained in COMPDM. Users which are created implicitly from information in an 

LDAP (active directory) are not supported. 

7.1 resetCache/<cache> (POST) 

Discards the contents of a Cache, in particular, also deletes any uploaded files from the 

vault. 

The service invocation must include admin user and MD5 hash of password27 

Example:  

http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/resetCache/MyCache?user=admin&password=

c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7 

  

 

26 The same applies when trying to copy files from non-PLM based representations (CATIA, NX, 

STEP, File) to a Cache: Make sure the document object carries the “_fileName” attribute 

27 You may invoke the COMPDM client app with the command line argument  

--hash=<password> to make COMPDM compute the MD5 hash value of a password. 

http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/resetCache/MyCache?user=admin&password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7
http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/resetCache/MyCache?user=admin&password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7
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7.2 subscribe/<cache> (POST) 

Create a subscription to a Cache. A subscription is the vehicle for reading data from a 

Cache. A new unique subscriber ID is returned, which needs to be provided when invok-

ing getData (see 3.3). The subscription will cover all objects in the cache.  

The Cache’s tab in the Client Main Window will start to show the subscription in the upper 

part of the tab, together with information about the number of objects the subscriber cur-

rently needs to read (because either they were never read, or they were updated since 

they were last read). This information is shown with its recent history in graphical form in 

the “Queued” column. 

The service invocation must include admin user and MD5 hash of password. 

 

Return value: Upon success, returns the subscriber ID (to be used in getData etc.) 

Example:  

http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/subscribe/MyCache?user=admin&password=c

94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7 

 

This returned the subscription id “1-127.0.0.1” and the Cache’s tab looks as follows: 

 

Figure 29: Example for Subscriber Information in Client 

 

Note that the “In scope” column counts the number of documents and parts the subscriber 

observes (gets in total). 

  

http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/subscribe/MyCache?user=admin&password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7
http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/subscribe/MyCache?user=admin&password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7
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7.3 getData/<subscription>/[<oid property>/]maxCount (GET) 

Read data from a subscription. The maximum number of parts to return is specified (if 

specified as -1, returns all objects).  

Optionally, the invocation may provide the name of a property which should be present for 

all part and document objects. The property value will then be used for cross references to 

other objects. If unused, COMPDM will use its own, unique OIDs for cross references. 

The service invocation has to include a valid COMPDM user. For the admin user, or if 

password checking is enabled, also needs to provide the MD5 hash of the password28. In 

case LDAP authentication is activated, only the admin user may be used. 

If the request header’s “Accept” section requests “*/xml” and does not include “*/json”,  

data is returned in XML format, otherwise, in JSON format. 

The response includes a “sendID” which may be provided in a subsequent invocation of 

the acknowledge service (7.4) to inform COMPDM that the data was successfully read, 

and a list of items. Each item carries an “oid” (identification for cross references), a “type” 

(object name in Cache representation), a map named “properties” with all attribute values 

of the instance, a list “extensions” (for parts and documents) with embedded items for the 

extensions, a list “documents” with the oids of all documents belonging to a part (unused 

for other object types), a list “children” with embedded items for a part’s usages or an 

usage’s instances. In the case of an usage instance, an additional property “component” 

contains the oid of the referenced part. 

 

Example: 

http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/getData/1-

127.0.0.1/999?user=fred&password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7 

  

 

28 As usual, the encoded admin password is valid for any user 
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Response (JSON): 

 

Response (XML): 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

<getDataResult sendID="6F8BBE6BF2ADEAA32DDD35F0A5C9E2AA" 

xmlns:ns2="http://standards.iso.org/iso/ts/10303/-3001/-ed-2/tech/xml-schema/bo_model" 

xmlns:ns3="http://standards.iso.org/iso/ts/10303/-3000/-ed-2/tech/xml-schema/common"> 

    <items oid="0" type="Part"> 

        <properties> 

            <entry> 

                <key>item_number</key> 

                <value xsi:type="xs:string" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">AS-2C-005-000</value> 

            </entry> 

            <entry> 

                <key>name</key> 

                <value xsi:type="xs:string" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"></value> 

            </entry> 

            <entry> 

                <key>description</key> 

                <value xsi:type="xs:string" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">SLING, FWD SLIDING COWLING LIFT-

ING</value> 

            </entry> 

            <entry> 

                <key>major_rev</key> 
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                <value xsi:type="xs:string" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">A</value> 

            </entry> 

        </properties> 

    </items> 

    <items oid="1" type="Part"> 

        <properties> 

            <entry> 

                <key>item_number</key> 

                <value xsi:type="xs:string" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">8G7111G00131</value> 

            </entry> 

            <entry> 

                <key>name</key> 

                <value xsi:type="xs:string" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"></value> 

            </entry> 

            <entry> 

                <key>description</key> 

                <value xsi:type="xs:string" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">SLING, FWD SLIDING COWLING LIFT-

ING</value> 

            </entry> 

            <entry> 

                <key>major_rev</key> 

                <value xsi:type="xs:string" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">A</value> 

            </entry> 

        </properties> 

        <documents xsi:type="xs:int" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">2</documents> 

        <children type="Part BOM"> 

            <properties/> 

            <component xsi:type="xs:int" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">0</component> 

            <children type="BOM Instance"> 

                <properties> 

                    <entry> 

                        <key>pwb_cad_instance_name</key> 

                        <value xsi:type="xs:string" 

xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-

instance">8G7111G00131.AS2C005000.1</value> 

                    </entry> 

                    <entry> 

                        <key>pwb_transformation_matrix</key> 

                        <value xsi:type="ns5:doubleArray" 

xmlns:ns5="http://jaxb.dev.java.net/array" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-

instance"> 

                            <item>1.0</item> 

                            <item>0.0</item> 

                            <item>0.0</item> 

                            <item>0.0</item> 

                            <item>0.0</item> 

                            <item>1.0</item> 

                            <item>0.0</item> 

                            <item>0.0</item> 

                            <item>0.0</item> 

                            <item>0.0</item> 

                            <item>1.0</item> 

                            <item>0.0</item> 

                            <item>0.0</item> 

                            <item>0.0</item> 

                            <item>0.0</item> 

                            <item>1.0</item> 

                        </value> 

                    </entry> 

                </properties> 

            </children> 

        </children> 

    </items> 

    <items oid="2" type="CAD"> 

        <properties> 

            <entry> 

                <key>item_number</key> 

                <value xsi:type="xs:string" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">8G7111G00131</value> 

            </entry> 

            <entry> 

                <key>major_rev</key> 
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                <value xsi:type="xs:string" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">A</value> 

            </entry> 

            <entry> 

                <key>_fileName</key> 

                <value xsi:type="xs:string" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">8G7111G00131______________DEF______-

A-00 0100-A--A-MU.CATPart</value> 

            </entry> 

            <entry> 

                <key>native_file</key> 

                <value xsi:type="xs:string" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-

instance">F1527B827A0CC607FAC9675CC50B23B1@8G7111G00131______________DEF______-A-00 0100-A-

-A-MU.CATPart</value> 

            </entry> 

        </properties> 

    </items> 

</getDataResult> 

 

7.4  acknowledge/<sendID> or 

acknowledge/<subscription>/<oid> (POST) 

Inform COMPDM that data fetched with getData (7.3) was successfully processed. 

COMPDM will not send the same objects again on subsequent invocations of getData 

for the subscription, unless a modification of the objects happens. 

Depending on the URL, you can either confirm processing of all objects in a getData 

invocation (by providing the sendID), or specific objects (by providing subscription ID and 

object oid). 

The service invocation has to include a valid COMPDM user. For the admin user, or if 

password checking is enabled, also needs to provide the MD5 hash of the password. In 

case LDAP authentication is activated, only the admin user may be used. 

 

Example:  

http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/acknowledge/D1587109C93F992C852A1A4831D

779F0??user=admin&password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7 

  

http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/%20acknowledge/D1587109C93F992C852A1A4831D7%2079F0??user=admin&password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7
http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/%20acknowledge/D1587109C93F992C852A1A4831D7%2079F0??user=admin&password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7
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7.5 getFile/<subscription>/<oid> or get-

File/<subscr>/<key>/<value> (GET) 

Download a file from the Cache. The file is specified using either a document objects’s oid 

as retrieved by a previous invocation of getData, or by specifying a document key 

attribute and its value. 

The service invocation has to include a valid COMPDM user. For the admin user, or if 

password checking is enabled, also needs to provide the MD5 hash of the password. In 

case LDAP authentication is activated, only the admin user may be used. 

 

Example:  

http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/getFile/1-127.0.0.1/2?user=admin& pass-

word=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7 

7.6 reset/<subscription> (POST) 

Resets a subscription, this means that all bookkeeping information about objects already 

fetched using getData/acknowledge is discarded. As a consequence, subsequent 

invocations of getData will return all objects in the cache, not only modified objects. 

The service invocation has to include admin user and MD5 hash of password. 

Note that the same can be done interactively in the client app by selecting the 

subscription’s “eraser” symbol in the Cache’s tab 

 

Example:  

http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/reset/1-127.0.0.1?user=admin&password= 

c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7 

7.7 unsubscribe/<subscription> (POST) 

Delete a Cache subscription. The subscription ID gets invalid. 

The service invocation must include admin user and MD5 hash of password. 

Note that the same can be done interactively in the client app by selecting the 

subscription’s “trash bin” symbol in the Cache’s tab. 

 

Example:  

http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/unsubscribe/1-127.0.0.1?user=admin& 

password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7 

  

http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/%20acknowledge/D1587109C93F992C852A1A4831D7%2079F0??user=admin&password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7
http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/%20acknowledge/D1587109C93F992C852A1A4831D7%2079F0??user=admin&password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7
http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/reset/1-127.0.0.1?user=admin&%20password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7
http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/reset/1-127.0.0.1?user=admin&%20password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7
http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/unsubscribe/1-127.0.0.1?user=admin&password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7
http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/unsubscribe/1-127.0.0.1?user=admin&password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7
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7.8 putData/<cache> (POST) 

Write objects to the specified Cache. The body of the request has to include the data in 

JSON (preferred) or XML format, in a very similar manner as returned in the getData 

case (see 7.3). Instead of the sendID parameter, a “nameSpace” has to be provided. This 

“nameSpace” is used for all oids provided in the request, so that different clients can use 

overlapping oids without problems. A client can build up more complex product structures 

using several invocations of putData and can use the same oids across several invoca-

tions (as long as the namespace remains the same). If an oid was used earlier and the 

corresponding instance still exists with a matching type, the instance gets updated, other-

wise, a new instance is created. Namespace and oid are also used in the putFile op-

eration (see 7.9), and possibly when starting COMPDM processes via REST service (see 

7.10). 

The service invocation has to include a valid COMPDM user. For the admin user, or if 

password checking is enabled, also needs to provide the MD5 hash of the password. In 

case LDAP authentication is activated, only the admin user may be used. 

Upon success, the reponse will report the number of created and updated objects, and 

any unknown types or property names used. Such types or properties are simply ignored. 

 

Example:  

http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/putData/MyCache?user=admin& pass-

word=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7 

 

The request body may start as follows (refer to 7.3 for a more complete example of the 

nearly identical getData case): 

 

{ 

    "nameSpace": "test", 

    "items": [ 

        { 

            "oid": 0, 

            "type": "Part", 

            "properties": { 

                "item_number": "AS-2C-005-000", 

                "name": "", 

                "description": "SLING, FWD SLIDING COWLING LIFTING", 

                "major_rev": "A" 

            }, 

            "extensions": [], 

            "documents": [], 

            "children": [] 

        }, 

 … 

  

http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/putData/MyCache?user=admin&%20password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7
http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/putData/MyCache?user=admin&%20password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7
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7.9 putFile/<cache>/<namespace>/<oid> (POST) 

Upload a file to the Cache. The file is associated with a document object which was previ-

ously uploaded using putData (see 3.8), with the namespace and oid given. Note that 

the document object needs to possess a string type attribute with the name “_fileName”, 

and the actual document instance’s _fileName attribute in the putData request has to 

contain the file name. 

The uploaded file will be stored in a “vault” that is associated with the Cache. It will stay 

there for some time and be deleted if: 

• The document instance itself gets deleted from the Cache (possibly because the 

whole Cache is cleared e.g. using the resetCache operation 7.1), or when the repre-

sentation gets edited, as described in section 3 of the “Basic Administration Manual”) 

• Another file is uploaded to the same document 

• More time has elapsed than specified in the “Number of hours to keep files 

uploaded using RESTservice” setting 

 

Unless this setting is set to a zero value, it means that the file will not live for a long time in 

the Cache’s vault. The Cache upload is basically designed to work as follows: 

 

1. Upload a product structure using putData (7.8) 

2. Upload all files belonging to the product structure with as many invocations of  

putFile as required 

3. Write the data to (e.g.) a PLM system using startProcess (7.10) 

4. Upon successful termination, optionally clear the cache using resetCache (7.1) to 

free all disk space occupied by uploaded files 

The service invocation has to include a valid COMPDM user. For the admin user, or if 

password checking is enabled, also needs to provide the MD5 hash of the password. In 

case LDAP authentication is activated, only the admin user may be used. 

 

Example:  

http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/putFile/MyCache/test/2?user=admin&passw

ord=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7 

  

http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/putFile/MyCache/test/2?user=admin&password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7
http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/putFile/MyCache/test/2?user=admin&password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7
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7.10 startProcess/<method>/<syncFlag>/<oid> (GET) 

Start a new process on the COMPDM server. The exchange method to be used is provid-

ed as part of the URL. The method’s source representation has to be PLM based or a 

Cache representation. The “oid” specifies the root element of the transfer and is expected 

to be in the system specific format of the source system29. In the case of a source repre-

sentation based on a Cache representation, use the concatenation of “cache name”, a 

colon (“:”), “namespace”, a colon (“:”) and the “oid” as specified in a putData operation 

(7.8) to construct this oid. 

To launch the process, a temporary COMPDM client session is created. This means that 

a COMPDM session license (900) must be available temporarily when the service gets 

invoked, otherwise it will fail. 

If the syncFlag is empty or set to 0, N, F etc., the process runs asynchronously on the 

server (i.e. the REST service invocation returns before the process has terminated). This 

means that the session license gets released immediately after the process was created. 

For other syncFlag values (1, Y, T, …), the REST service waits until the process com-

pletes and returns some status information30. In this case, the session license 900 is kept 

during the whole process execution time. 

The session’s user, password and profile information have to be included in the service 

invocation. In case LDAP authentication is activated, only the admin user may be used. 

The profile name is optional (default: “default”). It may be useful to create a dedicated pro-

file for the purpose of starting processes via REST service, where the degree of user in-

teraction etc. can be set to appropriate values. As the profile name, and also the meth-

od name, become part of the URL, it is recommended to avoid special characters in 

their names. 

Upon successful process creation, the created process ID is returned. In the case of a 

synchronous invocation (syncFlag = “Y” etc), also returns the process termination status 

appended with a colon. This status is an integer with the following possible values: 

0: Normal successful completion 

1: Process completed, at least one object had a warning 

2: Process completed, at least one object had an error 

3: Process was aborted manually before it could finish 

5: Process aborted due to some error condition 

6: Server shutdown occurred while the process was still running 

7: Abnormal termination or incomplete termination 

8: Required PLM system is never available due to defined downtime 

 

29 Refer to „Basic Administration Manual“, section 2.9.1, explanation of --export command line 

option, for more information 

30 Due to various circumstances, e.g. user interactions or downtimes of involved PLM systems, the 

process can run for a very long time that could be way longer than any appropriate response time 

for a REST service 
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Example:  

http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/startProcess/Y/ImportFromCache/MyCache:

test:0?user=admin&password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7&profil

e=test 

7.11 getProcessLog/<processId> (GET) 

Fetch the log file of the indicated process. In case the process is still running, returns what 

was written so far. 

The service invocation has to include a valid COMPDM user. For the admin user, or if 

password checking is enabled, also needs to provide the MD5 hash of the password. In 

case LDAP authentication is activated, only the admin user may be used. 

 

Example:  

http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/getProcessLog/20190110081504-

5?user=admin &password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7 

http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/startProcess/ImportFromCache/MyCache:test:0?user=admin&password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7
http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/startProcess/ImportFromCache/MyCache:test:0?user=admin&password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7
http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/startProcess/ImportFromCache/MyCache:test:0?user=admin&password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7
http://127.0.0.1:17171/neo/startProcess/ImportFromCache/MyCache:test:0?user=admin&password=c94846607a36124f7e313dd0fcd533e7
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8 Security Module 

All COMPDM configuration files are stored in the vault directory in an encrypted form. This 

also includes all user settings, which could comprise PLM system account and password 

information. The standard encryption uses a fairly strong cipher (AES-256), but operates 

with a built-in encryption key that is the same for all COMPDM installations.  

The Security Module allows to replace this built-in key by a proprietary encryption key. 

Encryption of all files in the vault, and of configuration backup files in the work directory, 

will change. The configuration can then only be used if the custom encryption key is 

known. 

The Security Module is not a standard functionality of COMPDM and needs to be licensed 

separately. 

The custom key is stored in the file “custom.key” in COMPDM’s vault directory. If this 

file is present and valid, and the Security Module has been licensed, the encryption key is 

taken from this file. 

In multi-server configurations (see section 4), primary and secondary servers must use 

the same custom key for encryption. This must be ensured manually. 

Custom encryption is managed with the command line tool “customEncryption.bat” 

that is installed in the COMPDM installation directory (refer to the “Installation Manual”). It 

can be used interactively or in command line mode. 

The command line invocation looks as follows: 

customEncryption.bat command [parameter1] [parameter2] 

command precondition Description 

createKey  Generate a new custom encryption key 

and encrypt all vault and backup files 

with it 

setKey filename Filename exists and it 

is a custom.key file 

Install the custom key from given file 

and encrypt all vault and backup files 

with it 

removeKey custom.key file ex-

ists 

Remove custom key encryption and re-

encrypt all vault and backup files with 

the default COMPDM key 

status  Show custom encryption status 

updateKey custom.key file ex-

ists 

Generate a new encryption key and 

encrypt all vault and backup files with it 

exportVault exportDir custom.key file ex-

ists, exportDir exists 

or can be created 

Export current vault files and encrypt 

them using COMPDM’s default key 
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